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Abstract
This paper considers the graph signal processing problem of anomaly detection in time series
of graphs. We examine two related, complementary inference tasks: the detection of anomalous
graphs within a time series, and the detection of temporally anomalous vertices. We approach
these tasks via the adaptation of statistically principled methods for joint graph inference,
specifically multiple adjacency spectral embedding (MASE) and omnibus embedding (OMNI). We
demonstrate that these two methods are effective for our inference tasks. Moreover, we assess
the performance of these methods in terms of the underlying nature of detectable anomalies.
Our results delineate the relative strengths and limitations of these procedures, and provide
insight into their use. Applied to a large-scale commercial search engine time series of graphs,
our approaches demonstrate their applicability and identify the anomalous vertices beyond just
large degree change.
1 Introduction
Given a time series of graphs G(t) = (V, E(t)), t = 1, 2, . . . where the vertex set V = [n] = {1, . . . , n} is
fixed and the edge sets E(t) depend on time t, we consider two natural anomaly detection problems.
The first problem involves detecting whether a particular graph G(t∗) is anomalous in the time series.
The second problem involves detecting individual vertices anomalous in time. These problems will
be discussed in detail below.
Existing literature on anomaly detection in graphs (see for instance recent surveys [1, 2]) can
roughly be categorized according to the characteristics of methods for modeling anomalies. Community-
based methods [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] first perform community detection by clustering (or partitioning) vertices
and then subsequently use features summarised from communities to detect anomalies. Decompo-
sition methods [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] use eigenspace representations or tensor decomposition to extract
features and monitor changes across time steps. Distance or (dis)similarity-based methods are also
employed to monitor or identify changes [13, 14]. Probabilistic methods [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] specify
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probability distributions to describe baseline “typical” behavior of features in networks (or networks
themselves) and consider deviations from the baseline to be anomalies. Probabilistic methods, as
with scan statistics [15, 20, 21, 19] and Bayesian methods [16], do not always perform a fixed map-
ping from features to normal or anomaly states, but can construct a probability for changes to be
considered anomalies.
Random graph inference has witnessed a host of developments and advancements in recent years
[22, 23, 24]. Much work has focused on single graph inference, while recently there has been increased
interest in multiple graphs both with respect to modeling and to performing statistical inference.
Among recent developments, OMNI [25] and MASE [26] are two statistically principled multiple
random graph embedding methods for networks with latent space structure, absent dynamics or time
dependency. This paper investigates a two-step procedure for detecting anomalies in time series of
graphs that employs these methods for multiple network embedding. Notably, our approach benefits
from simultaneous graph embedding to leverage common graph structure for accurate parameter
estimation, improving downstream discriminatory power for testing. Furthermore, since it hinges on
probabilistic assumptions, our approach provides a statistically meaningful threshold for achieving
a desired false positive rate of anomaly detection.
This article is organized as follows. Section II introduces notation and formulates two anomaly
detection problems for graph-valued time series data. OMNI and MASE are introduced and our
methodology is described in Section III. We present simulation results comparing the performance of
OMNI and MASE in anomaly detection in Section IV and Section V. For a real data illustration, we
identify excessive activity in a sub-region of a large-scale commercial search engine query-navigational
graph in Section VI. Section VII concludes this paper with a discussion of outstanding issues and
further summarizes our findings.
2 Setup
2.1 Notation and Preliminaries
This paper considers undirected, unweighted graphs without self-loops. Each graph is modeled via
a random dot product graph (RDPG) [23], in which vertex connectivity is governed by latent space
geometry. We begin by defining RDPGs as individual, static networks.
Definition 1. (Random Dot Product Graph) Let X1, X2, . . . , Xn ∈ Rd be a collection of latent
positions such that 0 ≤ XTi Xj ≤ 1 for each i, j ∈ [n], and write X = [X1|X2| · · · |Xn]T ∈ Rn×d.
Suppose A is a symmetric hollow random adjacency matrix with
P [A] =
∏
i<j
(XTi Xj)
Aij (1−XTi Xj)1−Aij .
We then write A ∼ RDPG(X) and say that A is the adjacency matrix of a random dot product
graph with latent positions given by the rows of X and positive semi-definite connectivity matrix
P = E[A] = XXT with low rank structure rank(P ) ≤ d.
Random dot product graphs and their indefinite extensions [27] are flexible enough to encompass
all low-rank independent-edge random graphs, including stochastic block model (SBM) graphs [28]
and their various generalizations. The matrix of latent positions X captures the behavior and
structure of nodes in the graph (e.g., when X has a finite number of different latent positions then
it corresponds a SBM with community structure), and presents a natural, unobserved “target” that
one might hope to estimate or approximate via the observed data A [29].
2.2 Latent position models for time series of graphs
Consider a sequence of graphs G(1), . . . ,G(M) observed at M different time points. The graphs have
common vertex set V but time varying edge sets E(t). This paper considers graphs with matched
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vertices, in which there exists a known one-to-one correspondence between the vertices of the graphs;
let V = [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}, where n denotes the number of vertices. The RDPG model for a time
series of graphs is derived from n individual vertex processes {X(t)i }Mt=1, where X(t)i ∈ Rd is the latent
position for vertex i at time t. Latent positions in graph G(t) are assembled in the matrix X(t) =
[X
(t)
1 , . . . , X
(t)
n ]T ∈ Rn×d. We call the collection X(t), 1 ≤ t ≤M, the overall vertex process.
Observing time series of graphs, it is natural to consider leveraging information from multiple
graphs, which motivates us to assume some underlying structures in the overall vertex process.
Note that any latent position matrix X(t) ∈ Rn×d can be decomposed as X(t) = V (t)S(t) (via
QR decomposition for example), where V (t) ∈ Rn×d consists of orthonormal columns (we call V (t)
an orthornormal basis of the left singular subspace of X(t)) and S(t) ∈ Rd×d. So it is intuitive to
consider characterizing the underlying structure type in the overall vertex process by their subspaces.
Next, we introduce three types of structures across time in the overall vertex process:
1. All the latent positionsX(t) ∈ Rn×d share the same left singular subspace, so V = V (t) ∈ Rn×d
is constant across time, but allow each individual matrix S(t) ∈ Rd×d to be different, i.e.,
X(t) = V S(t) (1)
where V consists of d orthonormal columns. Observe that the subspace spanned by the columns
of V is the same as the invariant subspace of the connectivity matrices P (t) = X(t)(X(t))T ,
t ∈ [M ]. A special case of this structure type is a multilayer stochastic blockmodel [30, 31, 32]
with positive definite connectivity matrices, in which the community structure of the nodes
remains fixed throughout time, but the connectivity between and within communities can
change over time via S(t). Moreover, this structure type can capture other important node
structures that remain fixed over time [26], such as mixed memberships [33] or hierarchical
communities [34]. This structure type is the model of [35] if S(t) is diagonal.
2. In practice, some of the graphs in the time series might present deviations from the shared
invariant subspace assumption defined in Equation (1), so we characterize this behavior by
allowing changes in V at some time points {t1, · · · , tp}. Specifically, the latent positions
X(t) ∈ Rn×d share the same singular subspace for t ∈ {1, · · · ,M} \ {t1, · · · , tp}, while other
X(tj) are arbitrarily different i.e.,
X(t) =
{
V S(t), t ∈ [M ] \ {t1, · · · , tp},
V (t)S(t), t = tj , j = 1, · · · , p.
(2)
This model can capture some deviations in the graphs at the node level, such as changes in
community memberships for some vertices.
3. More generally, when there is no shared structure in the vertices across time, all latent positions
can be arbitrarily different, that is
X(t) = V (t)S(t). (3)
The model defined by Equation (2) bridges the gap between a model with shared structure in the
nodes via the common singular subspace in Equation (1) and a model with arbitrarily different node
structure in Equation (3). Intuitively, statistical inferences about the time series should benefit from
a shared structure in the vertices across time, and as such, one of our goals in this paper is to exploit
a common structure when possible.
Even if some of the graphs are deviated from the common structure in the singular subspace
defined by V in structure type (1), observe that in general, the latent positions for structure of
type (3) can be jointly represented using the same singular subspace with a potentially increased rank
dimension d′ > d in a way that will be defined next. Such representation pays the price of building
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up the model complexity with more parameters compared with the common structure in structure
type (1). To define such representation, let U be a matrix U = [V (1),V (2), · · · ,V (M)] ∈ Rn×Md,
and suppose that d′ = rank(U). This matrix can be decomposed (for example, via singular value
decomposition) as U = V ′W , where V ′ ∈ Rn×d′ is a matrix with orthonormal columns and
W = [W (1), · · · ,W (M)] is a d′ × (Md) matrix. Hence, the latent positions in the structure of
type (3) can be expressed as
X(t) = V ′W (t)S(t),
which is similar to the shared singular subspace in Equation (1), but now the singular subspace
has rank dimension d′ > d. Therefore, it is natural to characterize the deviation from the shared
singular subspace in Equation (1) via some distance between the subspaces spanned by the columns
of V and V ′, or the difference between d′ and d.
We can characterize the evolution of the time process by observing the differences between adja-
cent time points Y (t) = X(t)−X(t−1), we call Y (t) a perturbation. When the left singular subspaces
of Y (t) and X(t−1) are the same, we say that Y (t) is a linearly dependent perturbation; when the
singular subspaces of Y (t) and X(t−1) are different, we call Y (t) a linearly independent perturbation
(see Fig. 2 for a perturbation example, details in scenario 2 in §IV. A). For example, in a setting with
shared community structure across time, changes in the connectivity of the communities that keep
the community memberships constant can be represented with a linearly dependent perturbation.
When a few vertices are changing their community memberships across time, the perturbations are
linearly independent, as the singular subspace of the latent positions needs to change.
The models previously defined are constrained to have positive semidefinite connectivity matrices,
but they can be extended to be able to generate an arbitrary low-rank connectivity matrices via
the generalized random dot product model [27]. This model introduces an indefinite matrix Ip,q to
express the connectivity matrix as P (t) = X(t)Ip,qX
(t)T . Here Ip,q ∈ Rd×d with p + q = d is a
diagonal matrix with its first p diagonal entries equal to 1 and the remaining q entries equal to −1.
For simplicity of the exposition, we focus only on positive semidefinite RDPG models.
2.3 Anomaly detection problem
To define our anomaly detection problems, assume first that if there are no anomalies, the overall
vertex process X(t), 1 ≤ t ≤M, is evolving with some unknown variability τ ≥ 0 such that ‖X(t) −
X(t−1)‖ ≤ τ . Here, ‖ · ‖ is a matrix norm measuring the difference between the latent positions at
consecutive time points; we defer the discussion of this norm to the next section. Observing only the
time-indexed graphs and without knowledge of the overall vertex process itself, anomaly detection
consists of determining a set of time points for which the overall vertex process is significantly
deviated from normal, such that ‖X(t) −X(t−1)‖ > τ . The tasks of testing for these anomalous
times, either for global graphs or for individual vertices, are our anomaly detection problems. Latent
position model of time series of graphs has been considered in other related work such as in [36] for
example. One of the differences between our approach and the related work is that our approach
exploits common structure in the nodes across the time series via joint embedding of graphs, in a
way that will be described next.
3 Methodology
The adjacency matrix A of a random dot product graph provably approximates the matrix of edge
probabilities P in a global sense with respect to spectral norm concentration of the difference A−P
[37, 38]. Under suitable eigengap and sparsity assumptions involving P , a truncated eigendecom-
position of A (locally) leads to consistent estimates for the true, unobserved latent positions X
[29].
Definition 2. (Adjacency spectral embedding) For an adjacency matrix A, let A = Vˆ DˆVˆ
T
+
4
Vˆ ⊥Dˆ⊥Vˆ
T
⊥ be the eigendecomposition of A such that (Vˆ , Vˆ ⊥) is the n × n orthogonal matrix of
eigenvectors, with Vˆ ∈ Rn×d, Vˆ ⊥ ∈ Rn×(n−d), and Dˆ is the diagonal matrix containing the d largest
eigenvalues in magnitude in descending order. The (scaled) adjacency spectral embedding [29] of A
is defined as Xˆ = Vˆ |Dˆ|1/2. We refer to Vˆ as the unscaled adjacency spectral embedding, or simply
as the leading eigenvectors of A.
The purpose of our inference is to detect a local (temporal) behavior change in a time series of
graphs. In particular, we define a graph to be “anomalous” when a (potentially small) (unspecified)
collection of vertices change behavior at some time t∗ as compared to recent past, while the remaining
vertices continue with their normal behavior. As such, it is natural to consider a two-step procedure
for anomaly detection: first perform spectral embedding and then assess changes in the estimated
latent positions.
In our context we consider detection of anomalies in either the overall graph or in individual
vertices. We define individual vertex anomaly detection (VertexAD) for the i-th vertex at time point
t∗ as a test of the null hypothesis H(t
∗)
0i that t
∗ is not an anomaly time against the alternative
hypothesis H
(t∗)
Ai that t
∗ is an anomaly time for vertex i. Under the null hypothesis the i-th latent
state of the overall vertex process is not anomalous at t∗, i.e., the latent position is varying within
some tolerance τvertex:
H
(t∗)
0i : ‖X(t
∗)
i −X(t
∗−1)
i ‖ ≤ τvertex,
H
(t∗)
Ai : ‖X(t
∗)
i −X(t
∗−1)
i ‖ > τvertex.
Letting τvertex = 0, this reduces to a classical two-sample test:
H
(t∗)
0i : X
(t∗)
i = X
(t∗−1)
i ,
H
(t∗)
Ai : X
(t∗)
i 6= X(t
∗−1)
i .
Choosing τvertex > 0 allows us to consider some variability under the null. Control charts [39]
are a tool for analyzing process changes over time and are utilized to provide quantitative evidence
regarding whether process variation is in control or out of control. Our approach considers graphs
in a time window of length l ending just before t∗: W(t∗,l) := {t∗ − l, . . . , t∗ − 1} ⊆ {1, . . . ,M}. In
our control charts the tolerance τvertex = τ
(t∗,l)
vertex is a measure of dispersion of the latent positions
{X(t) : t ∈ W(t∗,l)}.
To perform VertexAD for the i-th vertex, we define the test statistic
y
(t)
i = ‖Xˆ(t)i − Xˆ(t−1)i ‖2, (4)
where Xˆ
(t)
i is the latent position estimate of vertex i at time t. Presumably, the latent position
estimates are close to the true latent positions [29], and this test statistic will be large if there exists
a substantial change between the latent position for vertex i between t − 1 and t. An anomaly is
detected at time t if y
(t)
i is large enough for the null hypothesis to be rejected at some specified level.
Based on this formulation of VertexAD, we can analogously define graph anomaly detection
(GraphAD) as a test of the null hypothesis
H
(t∗)
0 : ‖X(t
∗) −X(t∗−1)‖ ≤ τgraph,
H
(t∗)
A : ‖X(t
∗) −X(t∗−1)‖ > τgraph.
The corresponding test statistic is defined as
y(t) = ‖Xˆ(t) − Xˆ(t−1)‖. (5)
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Here, ‖X‖ denotes the `2 operator norm of a matrix X ∈ Rn×d, which corresponds to the largest
singular value of X. Note that while it is also possible to use other norms to monitor the changes
in the time series, we use the operator norm as test statistics since this norm is less sensitive to
differences in the dimension of the latent positions d, as opposed to other norms such as Frobenius.
Now we introduce two different methods for obtaining latent position estimates: the omnibus
embedding of [25] and the multiple adjacency spectral embedding of [26]. In both cases, multiple
graphs on the same vertex set are jointly embedded into a single space with a distinct representation
for each graph.
Letting A(1),A(2), . . . ,A(M) ∈ Rn×n be adjacency matrices of a collection of m vertex-matched
undirected graphs, the mn-by-mn omnibus matrix is defined as
O =

A(1) 12 (A
(1)+A(2)) ... 12 (A
(1)+A(M))
1
2 (A
(2)+A(1)) A(2) ... 12 (A
(2)+A(M))
...
...
. . .
...
1
2 (A
(M)+A(1)) 12 (A
(M)+A(2)) ... A(M)

and the d-dimensional omnibus embedding [25] OMNI(A(1),A(2), . . . ,A(M), d) is the adjacency spec-
tral embedding (see Definition 2) of O into d dimensions:
ASE(O, d) = (Xˆ
(1)T
, . . . , Xˆ
(M)T
)T ∈ RnM×d.
When X(t) = X for t ∈ [M ], the omnibus embedding provides consistent estimates of the true
latent positions, up to an orthogonal transformation [25].
The multiple adjacency spectral embedding (MASE) [26], which is the other multiple random
graph embedding approach considered in this paper, is a method intended to estimate the parameters
of the common subspace independent edge (COSIE) model in which all the expected adjacency
matrices of the graphs, denoted by P (t) = E[A(t)], share the same invariant subspace. That is,
these matrices can be expressed as P (t) = V˜ R(t)V˜
T
with V˜ ∈ Rn×d˜ with orthonormal columns (we
call the invariant subspace defined by V˜ common subspace), but allow each individual matrix R(t) ∈
Rd˜×d˜ to be different. Observe that this model allows us to incorporate the structure discussed in
Equation (1), since under the COSIE model, the latent positions are given byX(t) = V˜ S(t) ∈ Rn×d˜,
where S(t) = |R(t)| 12 = QD 12 and Q and D are obtained from the singular value decomposition of
R(t). Under the COSIE model, MASE produces simultaneous consistent estimation of underlying
parameters V˜ and R(t) for each graph [26].
In the MASE algorithm, the spectral decomposition of each of the adjacency matrices A(t)
is calculated first separately for each individual graphs. We denote the corresponding d leading
eigenvectors of A(t) (corresponding to the d leading eigenvalues in magnitude) as Vˆ
(t) ∈ Rn×d for
each t ∈ [M ]. Then, let Uˆ =
(
Vˆ
(1) · · · Vˆ (M)
)
be the n × (Md) matrix of concatenated spectral
embeddings and define V˜ ∈ Rn×d˜ as the matrix containing the d˜ leading left singular vectors of
Uˆ at the risk of abusing the notation. Finally, for each t ∈ [M ], set Rˆ(t) = V˜ TA(t)V˜ and obtain
Xˆ
(t)
= V˜ |Rˆ(t)| 12 .
We discuss the motivation for MASE and OMNI under the structure types described in §II.
B. It is clear that the Equation (1) can be formulated as COSIE model with d˜ = d so MASE is
appropriate under (1) [26]; OMNI achieves low variance with a small bias under Equation (1) when
S(t) is diagonal [35]. The Equations (2) and (3) can also be formulated as a COSIE model with
d˜ = d′ > d and V˜ = V ′ but at the cost of introducing more parameters for the V ′ as explained
in §II. B. Intuitively, MASE is preferable when the graphs are close to the Equation (1) as they
are under COSIE model with dimension d; OMNI is preferable when the graphs are far from the
Equation (2) with better bias-variance trade off as MASE needs d˜ = d′ > d dimension to model the
latent positions. We construct simulations in §V to investigate performance of MASE and OMNI
under the Equation (2).
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For both MASE and OMNI, we can obtain the distribution of the test statistic via semi-
parametric bootstrap proposed in [40]. Specifically, for any Xˆ ∈ Rn×d we generate i.i.d. samples of
A ∼ RDPG
(
Xˆ
)
and obtain the corresponding i.i.d. test statistics under RDPG
(
Xˆ
)
.
The two-step procedure for anomaly detection via reporting significant p-values based on semi-
parametric bootstrap is as follows: first, perform joint spectral embedding with time span s = 2 or
s = M , i.e., either jointly embed adjacent graphs or jointly embed all available graphs as number
of embedding graphs can affect downstream inference task; then the second step is to perform
hypothesis testing for H0 (GraphAD) or H0i (VertexAD) as summarised in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Two-step anomaly detection with bootstrapped p-value
Input: A time series of graphs {A(t)}Mt=1, embedding dimensions d, joint embedding method
EMBED ∈ {OMNI,MASE}, time span s.
1. Iterate: Let t = 1, while t+ s− 1 ≤M
(a) At time t obtain the latent position estimates ({Xˆ(u)}t+s−1u=t , d) =
EMBED(A(t), . . . ,A(t+s−1)) within time span s, then calculate y(v) and y(v)i for
vertex i = 1, . . . , n based on (4) and (5) for times v = t+ 1, . . . , t+ s− 1.
(b) t = t+ 1
2. Use parametric bootstrap with Xˆ = Xˆ
(t)
, s and f to generate B samples of y
(t)
b under the
null hypothesis thatX(t) = X(t−1) and, generate B samples of y(t)ib under the null hypothesis
that X
(t−1)
i = X
(t)
i .
3. Calculate empirical p-values at t as p(t) =
∑
b=1,...,B I(y
(t)
b >y
(t))
B . Calculate empirical p-values
p
(t)
i =
∑
b=1,...,B I(y
(t)
ib >y
(t)
i )
B at each time point t and vertex i.
Output: Report empirical p-values p(t) at t for GraphAD and empirical p-values p
(t)
i at time point
t and vertex i for VertexAD, t ∈ [M ], i ∈ [n].
Next, we introduce a second approach to GraphAD and VertexAD with a two-step procedure
using control charts. There are four fundamental elements in control charts: estimated statistics,
moving average mean, moving average measure of dispersion, and rule to claim out of control points.
In step one, we do the same joint spectral embedding with time span s = 2 or s = M as in
Algorithm 1, i.e., either jointly embed adjacent graphs or jointly embed all available graphs and
calculate the corresponding estimated statistics in equations (4) and (5). In step two, instead of
testing the null hypotheses H0 or H0i simultaneously for all time points, we approximately test the
null hypotheses H
(t∗)
0 and H
(t∗)
0i sequentially for t
∗ = l + 1, . . . ,M using control charts with time
window length l. Then to determine the tolerances τgraph and τvertex in H
(t∗)
0 and in H
(t∗)
0i , jointly
embed l graphs {A(t)}t∗−1t=t∗−l with time span s as in step one in time window W(t
∗,l) and obtain
the corresponding test statistics y˜(t
∗−l+1), . . . , y˜(t
∗−1). Then calculate moving average mean and
adjusted moving range [41] as follows:
y¯(t
∗) =
∑t∗−1
v′=t∗−l+1 y˜
(v′)
l − 1 , (6)
σ¯(t
∗) =
1
1.128(l − 2)
t∗−1∑
v′=t∗−l+2
|y˜(v′) − y˜(v′−1)|. (7)
To perform VertexAD, calculate moving average and UnWeighted AVErage of subgroup estimates
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based on subgroup Standard Deviations (”UWAVE-SD”) [42, 43]
y¯
(t∗)
i =
∑n
i=1
∑t∗−1
v′=t∗−l+1 y˜
(v′)
i
n(l − 1) , (8)
σ¯
(t∗)
i =
1
c(n)(l − 1)
t∗−1∑
v′=t∗−l+1
σˆ(v′), (9)
where σˆ(v′)’s are the sample standard deviations of y˜(v
′)
i over n vertices at time t,
c(n) =
√
(2/(n− 1)) exp(log γ(n/2)− log γ((n− 1)/2))
and γ(·) is the Gamma function. Specifically, there exists a central solid line (CL) representing
the moving average and dashed UCL or LCL representing upper central line or lower central line
is y¯(t
∗) ± 3σ¯(t∗). Then add test statistics y(t∗) as points in the plot. The out-of-control or anomaly
points are marked as red in the control charts. We summarise in Algorithm 2 with s = 2. See Fig. 1
for illustration (details in §IV. A).
Algorithm 2 Two-step anomaly detection with control charts
Input: A time series of graphs {A(t)}Mt=1, embedding dimensions d, joint embedding method
EMBED ∈ {OMNI,MASE}, time span s = 2, and time window length l.
1. Iterate: Let t = 1, while t+ 1 ≤M
(a) At time t obtain the latent position estimates ({Xˆ(u)}t+1u=t, d) =
EMBED(A(t), . . . ,A(t+1)) within time span s, then calculate y(t+1) and y
(t+1)
i for
vertex i = 1, . . . , n based on equations (4) and (5).
(b) If t > l, calculate y¯(t) and σ¯(t), and y¯
(t)
i and σ¯
(t)
i for vertex i based on equations (6), (7),
(8) and (9) using {y˜(v′)}t−1v′=t−l+1 and {y˜(v
′)
i }t−1v′=t−l+1.
(c) t = t+ 1
Output: Report anomalous graphs or vertices using y(t) and y
(t)
i based on Shewhart’s rule from
the control chart.
4 Simulations of Time Series of Graphs
In this section, we provide simulations to assess performance of our methods in different scenarios.
Specifically, in §IV. A, we provide three scenarios for GraphAD and VertexAD via Algorithms 1
and 2. Furthermore, we empirically compare effects of different combinations of hyper-parameters
on the subsequent inference.
Here we discuss hyper-parameters for our methods. In Algorithm 1, threshold for empirical p-
values to claim statistically significant existence of anomalous graphs or anomalous vertices is level
α ∈ [0, 1]. In Algorithm 2, our threshold for test statistics is y¯(t) + 3σ¯(t). Our time window default
length is l = 11 except as otherwise mentioned. Furthermore, since performance of joint embedding
methods depends on number of jointly embedded graphs, we investigate the efficacy of the different
time spans s = 2 or s = M for GraphAD and VertexAD with both algorithms. For example, given M
available graphs, when s = 2 we estimate the latent positions using adjacent graphs (A(t−1),A(t))
for t = 2, . . . ,M (call OMNI2 or MASE2). When s = M , we estimate the latent positions via
jointly embedding all graphs {A(t)}Mt=1 for Algorithm 1 (call OMNI12 or MASE12 if M = 12).
For Algorithm 2, we jointly embed graphs {G(t)}Mt=l+1 to obtain test statistics y(t
∗) (thus also call
OMNI12 or MASE12 if M = 22) when s = M .
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Figure 1: Illustrative control chart for time series of graphs when M = 22 and l = 11. Dots are
‖X(t) −X(t−1)‖, t = 2, . . . , 12, center solid line (CL) represents average of ‖X(t) −X(t−1)‖, dashed
line (UCL) represents average of ‖X(t) −X(t−1)‖ plus their three adjusted moving sample ranges.
The red dot represents the anomaly time, which lies outside of UCL.
4.1 Data Generation
Scenario 1: We start with an illustrative example. Draw one-dimensional (d = 1) latent positions
X
(1)
1 , X
(1)
2 , ..., X
(1)
n ∈ R i.i.d. according to a Uniform distribution U(0.2, 0.8). Here n = 100, so
there are 100 vertices in the graph. Assembling these n points into vector X(1) ∈ Rn, we generate
graph G(1) with adjacency matrix A(1) with entries A(1) ∼ Bern
(
X(1)X(1)
T
)
. Thus, A(1) ∼
RDPG
(
X(1)
)
. We similarly generate graphs G(t), t = −9, . . . , 5, 8, . . . , 12 (note in order to show
results of Algorithm 2 starting at t = 2 with l = 11, here our graphs start at time −9), assuming their
latent positions do not change: X(t) = X(1), A(t) ∼ Bern
(
X(t)X(t)
T
)
for t = −9, . . . , 5, 8, . . . , 12.
We use δx ∈ R+ and δn ∈ N+ to control the scale of perturbation and number of perturbed vertices,
and also denote 1n := (1, · · · , 1)T ∈ Rn. We perturb the latent positions at two time points:
X(6) = X(1)+δx ·∆ and X(7) = X(1)−δx ·∆, where ∆ = (1Tδn/2,−1Tδn/2, 0Tn−δn)T ∈ Rn and generate
graph G(t) with adjacency matrices A(t) : A(t) ∼ Bern
(
X(t)X(t)
T
)
for t = 6, 7. The perturbation ∆
is constructed such that only first δn = 20 vertices are anomalous at t = 6, 7. So we have simulated
a time series of graphs with M = 22 each with 100 vertices, and created artificial anomalies for
graphs at time points 6 and 7 which both have δn = 20 anomalous vertices.
The control chart presented in Fig. 1 provides intuition for the test statistic y(t) and motivation
for applying Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 in GraphAD and VertexAD. Fig. 1 plots ‖X(t−1)−X(t)‖,
t = 2, . . . , 12 from scenario 1, with the central line (CL) being the average of 11 of the y(t) and
the dashed line (UCL) being the average plus three adjusted moving ranges. So, when Xˆ(t) is
sufficiently close to X(t), y(t) at an anomalous time point will lie out side of UCL, which motivates
us to investigate Algorithm 2 in this scenario.
Scenario 2: We first generate graphs from a mixed membership stochastic block model (MMSBM)
[33] with a constant community structure across time. Under this assumption, the singular vectors
of the latent positions share an invariant subspace V ∈ Rn×d (d = 4) as in Equation (1). Specifi-
cally, we generate G(t) with n = 400 vertices from the MMSBM, i.e., A(t) ∼ Bern
(
ZBZT
)
where
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Figure 2: Illustrative plot of latent positions for time series of graphs generated in scenario 2 (The
latent positions form a 3-simplex in R3 ). The orange dots are normal latent positions X
(t)
i , t =
5, 6, 7, 8. The green triangles represent the shifted latent positions at anomalous time points 6 and
7 for vertices close to one of the communities. The perturbation at anomalous time points affects
only the connectivity of one community in the MMSBM.
Z ∈ Rn×4 and B ∈ R4×4, t = 1, · · · , 12. The block connectivity matrix is
B =

p q q q
q p q q
q q p q
q q q p
 ,
with p ∼ U(0.5, 1) > q ∼ U(0, 0.5) so that rank(B) = 4 and B is positive semi-definite. Each row
of Z is generated from Zi ∼ Dirichlet (θ · 1d), θ = 0.125 and i = 1, . . . , n, representing community
membership preferences. So graphs A(t) ∼ Bern
(
X(t)X(t)
T
)
where X(t) = V S(t) ∈ Rn×d with
V = Z and S(t) = |B| 12 . We then perturb some latent positions with a strong linear dependency
between the perturbation and the invariant subspace V . Specifically the perturbation at anomalous
time points affects only the connectivity of one community in the MMSBM (see Fig. 2): consider
the corresponding latent position X(1) ∈ Rn×4 of G(1) as E[A(1)] = P (1) = ZBZT = X(1)X(1)T
and keep X(t) = X(1) as unchanged latent positions for t = 2, · · · , 5, 8, · · · , 12. We perturb the
latent positions at two time points: X(6) = X(1) + δx ·∆ and X(7) = X(1) − δx ·∆. Then we
choose a vertex and we perturb the neighbors that are the most similar in terms of their community
assignments, i.e., the perturbation matrix ∆ ∈ Rn×d is constructed to affect only the first δn = 100
nearest vertices of one vertex: each row ∆i· = ξ, if X
(1)
i for δn-nearest neighbors of X
(1)
1 and
∆i· = 0, otherwise. X
(1)
i is said to be the k-th nearest neighbor of x if the distance ‖X(1)i − x‖2
is the k-th smallest among ‖X(1)1 − x‖2, · · · , ‖X(1)n − x‖2. Here ξ ∼ .6 ·Dirichlet (1d) + .2 is a fixed
d-dimensional vector. In order to assess robustness of our methods under different parameters, we
add a distribution for the parameters p, q and ξ in simulations.
With these {X(t)}12t=1 in hand, we generate graphs A(t) ∼ RDPG
(
X(t)
)
independently, and
obtain graphs under Equation (2) but close to Equation (1) with each approximately SBM. In
summary, we generate a time series of graphs {A(t)}12t=1 with n = 400. There exists δn = 100
anomalous vertices which are given δx · ξ = 0.12 · ξ perturbation at time 6, 7, with strong linear
dependency between perturbation and subspace V as when θ = 0, graphs are under Equation (1);
the perturbation ∆ at anomalous time points affects only the connectivity of one community in
the MMSBM. When θ is not zero, the graphs are under Equation (2) and the perturbation changes
community memberships for a group of vertices in the MMSBM.
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Scenario 3: In this last scenario, we generate graphs as in scenario 2 except the 4-dimensional
vector Zi (community membership preferences for every node) in graph G(1) is first generated
independently from Dirichlet (0.875 · 1d), i = 1, . . . , n. In this case, graphs are under Equation (2)
but far from Equation (1).
4.2 Metric
To control the false positive rate in VertexAD, we consider a rank-based metric for evaluating the
test statistics in Equation (4). First rank the test statistics decreasingly across vertices. Since for
anomalous vertices, their test statistics should be large compared with non-anomalous vertices, their
ranks should be small and their reciprocal ranks should be large, while non-anomalous vertices will
have small reciprocal ranks. Specifically, we first obtain test statistics from Equation (4) as in step
1 in Algorithm 1, then calculate reciprocal ranks RR
(t)
i (ordered decreasingly across vertices) for
vertices at time t, i.e., RR
(t)
i = 1/r(y
(t)
i ), where r(y
(t)
i ) is decreasing order of y
(t)
i in {y(t)1 , . . . , y(t)n }.
Finally, compute difference between average of reciprocal ranks of anomalous vertices and average
of reciprocal ranks of non-anomalous vertices at anomalous time point t∗. This reciprocal rank
difference is a metric for VertexAD since large values suggest a large difference between anomalous
vertices and non-anomalous vertices. Using this reciprocal rank difference, we are able to compare
results from different simulation settings or even different statistics.
Figure 3: Control charts for a time series of graphs with an anomaly at time points 6 and 7 (scenario
1). Left panel is for GraphAD, center solid line (CL) represents moving average of sample means
y¯(t), dashed line (UCL) represents y¯(t) + 3σ¯(t), where σ¯(t) is adjusted moving sample range; black
dots are y(t) at times where the latent positions are claimed to be normal, and the red dots are those
y(t) which lie outside of UCL and are claimed as anomalous graphs. The right panel is for VertexAD,
center solid line (CL) represents moving average of sample means y¯
(t)
i , dashed line (UCL) represents
y¯
(t)
i + 3σ¯
(t)
i , where σ¯
(t)
i is EWAVE-SD; black dots are y
(t)
i at times where the latent positions are
claimed to be normal, and the red dots are those y
(t)
i which lie outside of UCL and are claimed as
anomalous vertices. The first δn = 20 vertices at time points 6 : 7 are the true anomalous vertices.
4.3 Results
With Fig. 1 in mind, we first present results of our Algorithm 2 for scenario 1, which should ap-
proximate Fig. 1 but plotting y(t) instead of ‖X(t) − X(t−1)‖ and adjusting the calculation of CL
and UCL based on y(t). The control chart generated from Algorithm 2 for GraphAD is presented
in the left panel of Fig. 3, and for VertexAD in the right panel, demonstrating applicability of our
approaches in scenario 1.
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Figure 4: Hypothesis test for a time series of graphs generated as in Fig. 3. The left panel: green
error bars are simultaneous confidence intervals for empirical p-values p¯(t), horizontal line is the
significance level 0.05. The right panel: Green error bars are simultaneous confidence intervals for
empirical p-values p
(t)
i at vertex i, black dots are the mean empirical p-values p¯
(t)
i for the unperturbed
vertices and the red dots are the mean empirical p-values p¯
(t)
i for the perturbed vertices. The first
δn = 20 vertices at time points 6 : 7 are the true anomalous vertices.
In the left panel of Fig. 3, we show for Algorithm 2 that both joint embedding methods with
different time spans s = 2 and s = 12 can perform GraphAD successfully: the anomalies at time
points 6 and 7 are successfully detected. Furthermore, in Fig. 3 we observe charts with different
time spans based on OMNI have similar behavior, while those based on MASE are comparatively
more distinct. This suggests that time span s has a more significant effect on MASE than OMNI.
In the right panel of Fig. 3, we perform VertexAD via Algorithm 2 with the same combinations
of joint embedding methods and time spans. This shows Algorithm 2 detects most of the anomalous
vertices since most of first 20 vertices lie outside of UCL. The only difference between GraphAD
and VertexAD is that we calculate the moving average as in Equation (8) and UWAVE-SD in
Equation (9) instead of equations (6) and (7). Furthermore, all vertices at time t share the same CL
and UCL, in the sense that there is not an ordering among vertices like the natural ordering of time.
We include only two time points in Fig. 3 right panel for display purposes: one for normal adjacent
time points 2 : 3 and the other for anomalous time points 6 : 7. Other normal cases are similar to the
normal one included here. From comparison of combinations of different joint embedding methods
and time spans in Fig. 3, we observed patterns in VertexAD similar as in GraphAD in Fig. 3: time
span s has more significant effect on MASE than OMNI in this scenario.
When τ = 0 we can consider inference as two-sample testing. Note that there exists a difference
between anomaly detection and two-sample testing: on the one hand, anomaly detection can be
defined in principle as hypotheses testing as in §III. A, and there are a number of existing methods
such as control charts to proceed approximately while allowing for intrinsic variance across time. On
the other hand, we can directly use two-sample testing for GraphAD and VertexAD if we consider
τ = 0. Furthermore, two-sample testing not only provides a natural algorithm for GraphAD and
VertexAD, but also lays out a systematic framework to compare effects of different combinations
of joint embedding methods and time spans on downstream GraphAD and VertexAD for both
Algorithm 1 and 2 as in §V (since control charts are approximately doing hypothesis testing).
For both MASE and OMNI, we first generate 400 samples of test statistic y(t) and y
(t)
i under
the null hypothesis to obtain the null distribution, then calculate p-values and claim existence of an
anomaly at statistically significant p-values with level 0.05. Another 200 Monte Carlo simulations are
implemented to obtain the median estimate [44] for p-values for MASE and OMNI with different time
spans s and corresponding simultaneous confidence intervals are also supplied using the Bonferroni
correction. In scenario 1, 2 and 3 and we observe very similar patterns for OMNI between using time
spans 2 and 12 in both GraphAD and VertexAD as in Algorithm 2, so we include only OMNI with
s = 2 here. The result of Algorithm 1 is presented in Fig. 4; all simultaneous confidence intervals
for MASE and OMNI for GraphAD and VertexAD are for significant level 0.05. This shows that
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Figure 5: Reciprocal rank estimates averaged across Monte Carlo simulations for time series of
graphs generated in scenario 1. Anomalous vertices are red with standard error bars in green. The
first δn = 20 vertices at time points 6 : 7 are the true anomalous vertices.
via Algorithm 1 both OMNI and MASE perform well for the two tasks in scenario 1.
Note we observe from Fig. 3 right panel a potential for high false positive rate in MASE for
VertexAD. Recall only the first 20 vertices are created be anomalous, and while MASE detects the
anomalous vertices correctly with p-values below level .05, the empirical p-values for unperturbed
vertices are also close to level .05. For example the right panel of Fig. 4 shows that p-value estimates
of non-anomalous vertices for MASE are close to level 0.05, and they will be under 0.05 as we
increase number of vertices further.
For this high false positive issue, we propose evaluating VertexAD with reciprocal rank statistics
introduced in IV. B; results are presented in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 shows that reciprocal rank detects
anomalous vertices with a significant gap between anomalous vertices and non-anomalous vertices.
From here on, we present VertexAD results using test statistics from Algorithm 2 or reciprocal rank
for test statistics. In summary, Fig. 4 shows application of Algorithm 1 to GraphAD and Fig. 5
shows application to VertexAD in scenario 1.
Figure 6: On the left, green error bars are simultaneous confidence intervals for empirical p-values
p(t) with time series of graphs generated in scenario 2. Black dots are the mean empirical p-values
p¯(t), horizontal line is the significant level 0.05. In the right panel green error bars are for reciprocal
rank RR
(t)
i at vertex i, with the first δn = 100 vertices at time points 6 : 7 being the true anomalous
vertices.
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Figure 7: On the left, green error bars are simultaneous confidence intervals for empirical p-values
p(t) with time series of graphs generated in scenario 3. Black dots are the mean empirical p-values
p¯(t), (δn = 100, δx = 0.12), horizontal line is the significant level 0.05; In the right panel green error
bars are for reciprocal rank RR
(t)
i at vertex i, with the first δn = 100 vertices at time points 6 : 7
being the true anomalous vertices.
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 consider scenarios 2 and 3. Note we include only span s = 2 here as the
performance difference between s = 2 and s = 12 is not significant. Specifically, for scenario 2
in Fig. 6, the left panel shows that both methods detect the anomaly in GraphAD successfully
with significant p-values. For VertexAD, we observe a significant gap between reciprocal ranks of
anomalous vertices and non-anomalous vertices in the right panel of Fig. 6, which demonstrates that
the test statistics for both OMNI and MASE are powerful in this approximate SBM scenario 2.
On the other hand, for scenario 3 in Fig. 7, we demonstrate that OMNI performs better than
MASE in GraphAD as its median p-value estimates are 0.239 (95% simultaneous confidence interval
[0.168, 0.312]) for OMNI and 0.321 (95% simultaneous confidence interval [0.245, 0.365]) for MASE
with s = 2, so OMNI can be employed succesfully in this scenario 3. Results of VertexAD for
mixed-membership SBM scenario 3 are in the right panel of Fig. 7 and they show that there is
subtle difference between reciprocal ranks in anomalous and non-anomalous cases.
5 OMNI vs. MASE
Our goal in this section is to provide statistically justified answers for the following two questions:
1. We are looking to understand what structure in the model makes one method preferable over
the other.
2. How do embedding time spans affect subsequent inference?
Previous work [26] and in scenario 2 show MASE performs competitively with respect to OMNI
for testing in simulated stochastic block models under approximate Equation (1). Combining this
with the fact that graphs generated in scenarios 1 and 3 in §IV. A are under Equation (2) and far
from Equation (1), we answer these two questions with time series of graphs generated similarly to
scenarios 2 and 3. Specifically, graphs are generated as in scenario 2 except community membership
preferences Zi, i = 1, . . . , n are drawn from Dirichlet (θ · 1d) for some θ ∈ [0, 1] and we fix p = 0.8,
q = 0.3 and ξ = 0.3 · 14 ∈ R4. In other words, time series of graphs are generated such that they
share a invariant subspace V in Equation (1) and then we perturb some latent positions with varying
perturbation with parameter θ; θ describes the extent of linear dependency between perturbation and
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Figure 8: On the left, error bars (mean± standard error) are for empirical power β for GraphAD at
the anomalous time points 6 : 7 with respect to varying θ, as time series of graphs are generated as
in scenario 2 from §IV. A except different θ and fixing p = 0.8, q = 0.3 and ξ = 0.3 · 14; In the right
panel error bars (mean± standard error) are for difference between the average reciprocal rank for
anomalous vertices and the average reciprocal rank for non-anomalous vertices at time points 6 : 7
for VertexAD.
subspace V . When θ = 0, then graphs are from SBM with same block structures but different block
connectivity matrices; θ = 0 implies the perturbation is linearly dependent of invariant subspace
as ∆ can be factorized as multiplication of Z and some 4 × 4 matrices. When θ = 1, then graphs
are from MMSBM with different community membership preferences; θ = 1 implies perturbation
is linearly independent of invariant subspace. To show relative performance of OMNI and MASE
can be characterized as linear dependency between subspace V in Equation (2) and perturbation,
we carry out comparative analysis for GraphAD and VertexAD with Algorithm 1. Particularly,
empirical power is calculated as the ratio of number of significant p-value estimates at anomalous
time to number of Monte Carlo simulations. We use embedding dimension d = 4 for both MASE
and OMNI.
Results for GraphAD at anomalous time points 6 : 7 are presented in the left panel of Fig. 8. As
θ increases from 0 to 1, each node is likely to belong to more communities. As a consequence, they
express an ambiguous clustering pattern. This phenomenon results in the power for both methods
approaching 0 as the anomaly signal is less evident. For θ ≈ 0, MASE has power appreciably better
than OMNI. Since there exists only small noise among vertices in the time series of graphs when
θ ≈ 0, this should not be surprising as variance of estimates dominates bias. In particular, OMNI
uses Mnd parameters to model the perturbation and noise while MASE can utilize at most Md2+nd
parameters. So in this case OMNI estimates are less competitive in subsequent inference. For θ ≈ 1,
however, OMNI does appear to consistently outperform MASE. Furthermore, as θ increases to
1, underlying subspace V ′ is increasingly variable and OMNI can describe the difference between
graphs better with more parameters and achieve more accurate anomaly detection. Fig. 8 also shows
that power difference between time spans s = 2, 12 for MASE is more significant than that of OMNI
in GraphAD. This provides quantitative results regarding incremental power with increasing time
span; for OMNI it is little, while it can be substantial for MASE.
To assess performance of MASE or OMNI in VertexAD, we calculate the difference between
the average of reciprocal ranks for anomalous vertices and the average of reciprocal ranks for non-
anomalous vertices at time points 6 : 7, then run 200 Monte Carlo simulations to estimate means
and standard errors for these differences. We present the results of these differences in the right
panel of Fig. 8. This shows that performance of MASE in VertexAD clearly climbs well above that
of OMNI at θ ≈ 0. Differences between MASE and OMNI diminish to zero as θ increases to 1. This
is not surprising given the signal may be weak when θ ≈ 1.
In summary, Fig. 8 shows that OMNI can have superior performance over MASE when per-
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turbation is linearly independent of invariant subspace and MASE can be more competitive when
perturbation is linearly dependent of invariant subspace.
6 Real Data Application: Large-scale Commercial Search
Engine
We demonstrate our control chart methodology on a Microsoft Bing (MSB) entity-transition data set
of monthly graphs spanning May 2018 through April 2019 (M=12). The graphs are undirected, with
no self-loops, weighted, with positive integer weights representing connection strength. Considering
the largest jointly connected component among the 12 graphs, we have G(t) with |V| = 33, 793
vertices for each month t = 1, . . . , 12. In the absence of ground truth for the existence of anomalies,
we design an anomaly-insertion strategy, creating artificially anomalous vertices for the graph at
time point t = 6 (October). So long as our methods detect these artificial anomalies, other detected
anomalies may have merit. Thus, our final result is that anomalies detected at the same level in the
original, unperturbed data, are “real.” Our approach to the creation of artificial anomalies involves
a planted clique [45], as follows. We perform ASE with d = 20 for the 6-th graph (October), and
then apply Gaussian mixture modeling (GMM) to cluster the latent position estimates. This results
in nine clusters of vertices; we add an edge with weight equal to 1 for each pair of vertices in the
smallest cluster (n∗ = 473) to create a complete subgraph. Finally, we normalize edge weights for
the entire (perturbed) time series of graphs so that the normalized weights lie in the interval [0, 2].
In practice, the dimensions of the latent positions are unknown. We use a scree plot method [46],
choosing an “elbow” in singular values, which is a simple and automatic procedure for dimension
selection. We apply truncated singular value decomposition (SVD) with 1000 singular values to each
of the graphs, then use the automatic scree plot selection method to choose dimension for MASE
and OMNI as dˆ = 64. We then perform Algorithm 2 with time window length l = 3 and present
GraphAD results in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9 shows all methods detect the artificial anomaly for GraphAD. In addition, other than
these artificial anomalies, OMNI detects an anomaly in April 2019. However, that deviation is less
evident than the artificial anomaly.
Figure 9: Control charts for GraphAD on the MSB time series of graphs for which an artificial
anomaly is inserted at October. Center solid line (CL) represents moving average of sample means
y¯(t), dashed line (UCL) represents y¯(t) + 3σ¯(t), where σ¯(t) is adjusted moving sample range. Black
dots are y(t) at times where the latent positions are claimed as normal. All methods detect the
artificial anomaly while OMNI detects another anomaly at April. Note burn-in period ends at
August.
We present the VertexAD results in Fig. 10. We include only the result for OMNI for simplicity.
Generally speaking, all methods detect our artificially anomalous vertices (green). Furthermore,
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Figure 10: Control charts for VertexAD on the MSB time series of graphs with a subgroup of
artificially anomalous vertices inserted at October. Center solid line (CL) represents moving average
of sample means y¯
(t)
i , dashed line (UCL) represents y¯
(t)
i + 3σ¯
(t)
i , where σ¯
(t)
i is EWAVE-SD. Black
dots are y
(t)
i at times where the latent positions are claimed as normal, and the red dots are those
y
(t)
i which lie outside of UCL and are claimed as anomalous. Green are the artificially anomalous
vertices. Note burn-in period ends at August.
Figure 11: Histogram of degree changes for vertices across time points in the MSB time series of
graphs with artificially injected anomalies. We mark both perturbed vertices (circled in green eclipse)
and the vertices detected by OMNI in red (the degree change scale is square-root transformed and
dots are vertically jittered for display purposes). This figure demonstrates that OMNI can detect
anomalous vertices beyond just vertices with large degree change.
treating these artificial anomalies as references, we can investigate other anomalous vertices which
are detected by our methods. For example in Fig. 11, we assemble vertices across months and plot
the histogram of changes of degrees between adjacent months for each vertex. The red dots are the
detected anomalous vertices for OMNI. For reference, the red dots circled by green eclipses in Fig. 11
are degree changes for artificially anomalous vertices. Fig. 11 shows OMNI detects vertices which
change degree – such vertices are likely to be anomalous. However, degree changes of artificially
anomalous vertices are comparatively small but we are still able to detect them. This demonstrates
that our approaches can detect anomalous vertices beyond just vertices with large degree change.
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7 Discussion
7.1 Bias-Variance Analysis and Community Structure
The simulation results in scenario 2 in §IV. C show that when the latent positions of the graphs share
the similar singular vectors, as in structure type (1), MASE has significantly superior performance
on subsequent inference compared with OMNI. Specifically, the empirical p-value estimate results in
Fig. 6 demonstrate that two sample testing using MASE correctly rejects the null hypothesis while
OMNI does not. It is not surprising, as in this common singular vectors scenario the graphs are
generated approximately from the model assumed by MASE [26].
The simulation results from scenarios 1 and 3 however, show that OMNI produces smaller p-
value estimates than MASE under the alternative hypothesis, even though the time series of graphs
are sampled from the model assumed by MASE. This is due to the increased dimension d′ of
the V ′ for the overall vertex process under Equation (2). For example, COSIE needs dimension
d˜ = d′ = 2 common subspace V˜ = V ′ to model the graphs generated in scenario 1 in §IV. A, while
OMNI can use dimension d = 1 to represent the graphs. Since the underlying true RDPG model
is d = 1 in scenario 1, MASE with extra parameters induces more noise than OMNI, which makes
MASE performance inferior in this scenario. Furthermore, MASE can not describe differences of
left singular subspace between V at unperturbed time points and V (tj) at perturbed time points
using the same dimension d = 4 as OMNI in scenario 3, as the dimensions in the V ′ increase to
greater than four. As a consequence, the OMNI-based test yields smaller p-value estimates at the
anomalous time point in Fig. 4 and Fig. 7.
To compare and contrast the performance of MASE vs. OMNI to illustrate which embedding
method is preferred, we present the simulation in §V by varying community structure (see Fig. 8).
At θ = 0, the time series of graphs are under Equation (1) and share exactly the same subspace V
between unperturbed time points and perturbed time points. In particular, all the graphs have the
same 4-block community structure. MASE is superior to OMNI in this case due to fewer parameters
using the information from the shared community structure. As θ increases from 0 to 1, the shared
community structure among the graphs diminishes and MASE needs increasingly more dimensions
to represent the underlying V ′ under Equation (2). So MASE either uses extra parameters; or
describes the underlying V ′ poorly. In both cases MASE has lower statistical power in subsequent
inference tasks compared with OMNI.
7.2 Computation Cost and Scalability
Given a matrix A ∈ Rn×n, the computational complexity for full SVD is O(n3). For a truncated
rank d SVD, the computational complexity is O(dn2). For OMNI the complexity is O(dn2M2) while
MASE achieves O(dn2M) cost. Algorithm 1 requires bootstrapping to obtain null distribution of
test statistics, thus is more computational expensive than Algorithm 2. In our simulations, MASE
and OMNI are computationally comparable for small graphs and the MSB time series of graphs
(it takes 581.833 seconds for OMNI and 596.84 seconds for MASE with s = 2, d = 64, M = 12
and n = 33, 793). However, the extra cost of building a large omnibus matrix makes OMNI slower
than MASE. Furthermore, the size of the omnibus matrix can prohibit performing OMNI with all
graphs at hand due to complexity of singular value decomposition for large matrices and limited
memory. For example, using OMNI with time length M is computationally expensive in the sense
that we need to build an Mn×Mn omnibus matrix. This makes OMNI unsuitable; i.e., in our real
data application M = 12 and n = 33, 793. MASE is easy to parallelize [47]: just a singular value
decomposition for each individual graph.
7.3 Limitations and Extensions
The simulations in this paper are done on graphs generated from conditionally independent RDPG
models at each time step. A next challenge is to design an algorithm to capture temporal structures
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(e.g., auto-regressive [36]) in time series of graphs. For the test statistic in Equation (4) it is natural
to use p-values for VertexAD. However, naively obtaining the null distribution for (4) via boot-
strapping the latent positions X can be problematic and inflate the Type-I error [48]. Additionally,
bootstrapping latent position for each vertex is computationally intensive. Assuming no noniden-
tifiability, we instead use reciprocal rank to assess VertexAD to control false positive rate. Finally,
our results are based on empirical simulations; theory describing relative strengths and limitations
of these methods in terms of the underlying nature of detectable anomalies is of significant interest,
but technically challenging.
7.4 Conclusion
We have proposed two algorithms which use a test statistic obtained from an omnibus embedding
methodology (OMNI) and multiple adjacency spectral embedding (MASE) for performing anomaly
detection in time series of graphs. We have demonstrated, via simulation results using a latent
process model for time series of graphs, that our algorithms can be useful for two anomaly detection
tasks. Furthermore, the results presented herein exhibit a phenomenon that relative inferential
efficacy between OMNI and MASE can be characterized via varying the common subspace among
graphs in a time series. This phenomenon suggests that real application of multiple graphs inference
should consider checking the common subspace assertion. In general, MASE is preferable when the
graphs are approximately sharing invariant subspace; OMNI is preferable when the graphs have
highly varying subspace. In addition, improvement of statistical power for MASE with longer time
span is sometimes more substantial than that for OMNI. We also assess our algorithms in a real
large-scale dataset and investigate the detected anomalies.
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